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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSIONS

Peniche
JORGE



For you, for me, and for most people moments of life 
fade into the ether of the past, and memories are 
raw. Photographers like Jorge Peniche live on a 

different plain of existence, a different vortex of the world 
so to say. A world where moments spring to life and 
become reality. A world where memories are stripped 
for their raw nature and all of the sudden become a 
reoccurring adventure.  Photography records feelings 
written on the human face, the beauty of the earth that 
man has inherited, and the confusion man has created. 
It is a major force in explaining man to man. The work 
displayed by Peniche does not get best described by 
cliché words like “extraordinary”,   it goes beyond that. 
Born in Mexico City, and native to Los Angeles, Jorge 
Pineche is a lover of the hot world of hip – hop and 
prestige life styles.  The normal layman would not know 
from Peniche’s work that he came straight out of High 
School just a few years ago. As soon as Peniche finished 
High school, he started immediately working for Hype 
Public Relations.   They have clients such as HBO, Nike, 
MySpace, and Warner Brothers just to name a few.  Just 
working at Hype was not enough for a one man army such 
as Peniche. His first project while working with Skee was 
the Envy Expo, a showcase of everything from music, 
cars, and jewelry to sneakers. Soon after producing 
some photographs of the affluent lifestyle, DJ Skee 
offered Pineche something that most photographers 
his age would never get the opportunity to get. Peniche 
was asked to take shots of multi-platinum artist “ Game”. 
What a rare opportunity for a photographer who has 
little formal training, But do not be fooled, because it is 
obvious no formal training was necessary for this up- 
and- coming photo super star.  

“ From the moment I was introduced 
to hip hop I swore my loyalty to it ”.
And he did just that, by capturing artists such as Nipsey 
Hussle and Jay Rock, and other icons of Hip -Hop. 
Peniche even captures comedic talents such as Margaret 
Cho.  Peniche said it an interview “I love documenting 
hip-hop culture. The culture is rich, and transcends all 
racial and economic barriers. It represents the struggle 
echoed around the world, and the celebration of life and 
success. I am an active participant of the culture who is 
privileged to document the new chapters of a movement 
which continues to capture the hearts and minds of 
people around the world”.   Along with Hip Hop, Peniche 
has a burning passion for capturing the posh life of 
what most people dream of. The life of Beautiful exotic 
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women, ferocious cars, and lavished lifestyles of the 
culturally rich and famous. Peniche views this side of the 
world with more than materialism on his mind. The work 
of Peniche is the celebration of success, and the fruits of 
what time and labor may do to one’s lifestyle. 
Peniche is a chameleon when it comes to photography. 
It does not matter what kind of camera he uses, because 
Peniche can shoot with anything. When asked about film 
cameras, he simply explains “I love shooting with different 
film cameras because each one allows me to change 
compositionally. They put me in different states of mind”.  
Penich is no doubt very partial to Film versus digital 
because of the cadence film offers.  Peniche could shoot 
in any environment, in virtually any condition. Black and 
white or color makes no difference to an abstract mind 
such as Peniche. When asked about his preference of 
black and white versus color Penich answered “They 
both serve their purpose, but I would go with black and 
white because it is simple and yet visually powerful”.  
Photographic icons are not born over night; they are 
manifested by other icons of superb quality. This is 
extremely relevant to Peniche’s. I have a lot of love 
and respect for Jonathan Mannion Mario Testino, Terry 
Richardson, and Jonathan Mannion are just a few people 
who influenced Peniches work.  “I have a lot of respect 
and love for Mannion. He’s and amazing photographer 
who’s documented a great deal of hip-hop history 
throughout the last decade, and has also pushed the art 
of photography forward. I consider him my mentor; He is 
always willing to share his knowledge whenever needed. 
He is a true class act”. 
Peniche does not just photograph people. He reveals 
the core of their humanness by taking an instant out of 
time, and altering life by holding it still. The horizon for 
Peniche is overwhelming. Peniche is constantly learning 
new things about his craft and the world of business. “I 
think anyone is capable of doing great things if they are 
determined, and I carry this notion with everything I do. 
I am very excited about the opportunities I’ve created, 
and I plan on growing exponentially throughout the next 
decade” – Peniche  
The eyes of Peniche are still young and they yearn 
to paint the world with a camera an ambitious spirit.  
Peniche is currently working on his first solo exhibit, 
and collaborating with other artists and projects. There 
is no doubt that Jorge Peniche will have huge success, 
and is taking the shape of the sun and shining on the 
photography scene, and is far from burning out.

 
Michael Laska  


